PROPOSAL 158

5 AAC 92.210. Game as animal food or bait.

Allow dog mushers to be eligible to receive game from the state by permit for use as dog food as follows:

Add “dog musher” as an approved group who the state could permit to take inedible game furnished by the state, like they do with trappers now.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? We would like to add “dog musher” to the group of who can be called by the state to take inedible for human consumption, road kill or seized animals. Dog mushers would have to be called by the state and obtain a permit to utilize game furnished by the state like trappers can already do. This would give the state more options of trying to find a group trapper or dog musher to use an animal that can’t be used for human consumption but is still good for use by trappers or dog mushers.
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